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70 mm 

11,27 mm 

16 mm 

37,5 mm 

BTEPR... 7016
BTEPRS/385/100

70 mm 

10,5 mm 

Prices are referred to whole packs. 10% increase for minimum orders of 10 pcs. 20% increase for orders of less than 10 pcs.

FOAMED VINYL RESIN 32 WOOD FINISHES, 
AND 3 IN SOLID COLOUR

SKIRTING 7016

1. Choose “ SKIRTING” in the desired finish. 2. Fix the pre-punched 
support to the wall with screws every 50 cm.  3. Attach the profile to 
the support applying low pressure. 4. Alternatively fix the profile using a 
suitable fast adhesive, nails or screws

INSTRUCTIONS FOR LAYING METHODS

FOAMED VINYL RESIN (wood finishes - black - white and silver ) 
bar length 2,5  LM - pack. 20 Pcs - 50 LM

Article H mm
BTEPR... 7016 70

COLOURS

Available in the finishes : 04W-05W-06W-07W-08W-09W-10W-11W-
13W-18W-21W-25W-28W-29W-30W-31W-32W-33W-34W-35W-
36W-37W-38W-39W-40W-41W-42W-43W-44W-45W-46W-47W 
-B-N-AA.
The code of the selected colour must be added to the article code. 
E.g.: BTEPR... 7016 (chosen finish Dark  beech) BTEPR04W 7016.

04W - Dark  beech 05W - Light oak
(strip)

06W - Dark oak
(walnut)

07W - Light cherry
(strip)

08W - Dark cherry
(board)

09W - Red walnut
(merbau-apple-walnut)

10W - Wengè
(panga-panga - wengè)

11W - Decapè 
bleached

13W - Indonesian 
Teak

18W - Light 
Zebrano

21W - Oak 
Powder

25W -Bleached 
Fir

28W - Aspen Oak 29W - White Oak 30W - Grey Oak 31W - Victoria 
Oak

32W - Pink Oak 33W - Sawed 
Oak

34W - Havana Oak 35W -Edimburgo 
Oak

36W - American 
Oak

37W - Carvi Oak 38W - Queens 
Oak 

39W - Grey Elm 40W - Brown Oak 41W -  Ice Oak 42W - Grace Oak 43W - Manhattan 
Oak

44W - Honey Oak 45W - Morocco 
Oak

46W - Black decape 47W - Black oak B - White N - Black AA - silver

SUPPORT / FIXING CLIP - PLASTIC
support lenght 5 cm - pack. 100 Pcs

Article H mm
BTEPRS 385/100 37,5

Order the SUPPORT and choose the SKIRTING in the 
desired finish.

(for a precise assessment of colours and finishes,
 see the relative enclosed sheet or request the wood finishes sample range)

SKIRTING 7016 is a vinyl resin foam profile with a height of 70 mm, available in 32 different wood - effect finishes and 3 finishes in solid colour that 
could be matched with the PROINSERT SYSTEM’s profiles. The profile, suitable like skirting for floating and glued wood floor, laminate and LVT, could 
be laid with suitable adhesive, nails, screws or using the pre-punched support fixed to the wall with screws every 50 cm. Its special section, that allows to 
cover a 16 mm perimetral joint, and wide range of finishes make it a very requested, elegant and econimic skirting board profile. 

FOAMED VINYL RESIN 32 WOOD FINISHES, 
AND 3 IN SOLID COLOUR

SKIRTING 7011

FOAMED VINYL RESIN (wood finishes - black - white and silver ) 
bar length 2,5  LM - pack. 20 Pcs - 50 LM

Article H mm
BTEPR... 7011 70

Available in the finishes : 04W-05W-06W-07W-08W-09W-10W-11W-13W-18W-21W-25W-28W-29W-30W-31W-32W-33W-34W-35W-36W-37W-
38W-39W-40W-41W-42W-43W-44W-45W-46W-47W-B-N-AA. The code of the selected colour must be added to the article code. 
E.g.: BTEPR... 7011 (chosen finish Dark  beech) BTEPR04W 7011. 

SKIRTING 7011 is a vinyl resin foam profile with a height of 70 mm x 10,5mm,available in 32 different wood  effect finishes and 3 
finishes standard colours that could be matched with the PROINSERT SYSTEM’s profiles. Suitable as skirting/Basebord for floating and 
glued wood floor, laminate and LVT, could be laid with suitable adhesive, or else with nails .

BTEPR... 7011 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR LAYING METHODS

1. Choose the skirting in the required the colour. 2. Lay the skirting using 
quick-setting suitable adhesive for gluing flexible PVC onto mortar-
plaster-accessorised walls, etc. or fix with nails.
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